Jessica

California Water Bboard

Dear Jessica,

While I understand the water situation and need to conserve and make changes, I feel those of us who have already conserved water may well be taking an unfair hit.

Last year I completely renovated my front yard putting in a new mainline (just in case the 50 year old line was leaking) and reducing the lawn area by over a third. I put in high efficiency sprinklers and a drip system to any plants; both of which are on a timer.

I also completely eliminated the backyard lawn at a rental and replaced it with bark.

I believed water conservation was important and, therefore, did something about it. Now, I could be fined if I do not reduce even more of my water usage.

Therefore, prior to issuing fines, I would like you and the Board to consider allowing people who have already taken conservation measures some type of waiver (or partial) from the proposed conservation measures. Many have already conserved much and it would be unfair to ask them to do more before others do their part. The conservation measures could be verified by receipts for projects or products purchased that saved water.

Thank you for considering my concern.

Sincerely,

Rex Moseley

530-781-2291